Thailand is the one of the most popular tourist attraction in Southeast Asia. You almost can find everything here because each main regions of Thailand have their own unique natural phenomena and exotic cultures. Here are examples of my favorite vacation from each region in my beloved country.

Krabi (South)

one of the most popular beach destinations of the Andaman Sea, is an understatement to describe this stunningly beautiful area of Thailand. Back to 2005, I had a great time with my friends during summertime and that I still recalled spectacular, natural beauty and unforgettable scenario of the place.

The most attractions of Krabi are breathtaking inland and sea caves, flourishing coral reefs and exotic marine life, hot springs, a wildlife sanctuary, limestone cliffs that draw rock climbing enthusiasts from around the world, and national parks that include the island paradises of Koh Phi Phi and Koh Lanta.

Most accommodation is located around the beach areas of Ao Nang, Rai Ley and Phra Nang with some small local hotels in the provincial capital, Krabi town. Those plentiful activities continually allure those who have never visited as well as those who have been to come back.

Phu Kradung (Northeast)

is deemed one of the most beautiful National Parks, which you have to call at once in your life time. It is located in Loei Province, in the Northeast of Thailand, with a high point of 1360 meters.

Every year, in the winter, more than tens of thousands of people come visit this famous mountain. A camping in the Park provides the opportunity to soak in spectacular natural phenomena and make friends with numerous visitors. The most beautiful picturesqueness can be testified at Pha Nok Aen, a cliff which offers stunning view of sunrise.

Pha Lom Sak is also another attraction, which is famous for fabulous sunset during the cold, hills blanketed with mist, look like the pictures of fantasy and incredible variety of flowers lend the Park a fragrant smell.

There are some mammals, including elephant, barking deer, and many bird species in the park. They are usually friendly so this is a good chance you will spot on something along the way.
Tee Lor Su Waterfalls (Northwest)

is Thailand’s highest and arguably most beautiful waterfalls in Southeast Asia and located in the remote Um Phang district, Northwestern Thailand. I had a wonderful experience when I lingered around Tee Lor with my friends last year. We took on a raft trip up the river deep into the abundant forest then trekking to the camp.

The waterfall surrounded by luxuriant green forest level is an immense rocky ground. The second level is a grand yellow limestone cliff covered with a curtain of water running down to the emerald green pond, whereas the third or the highest level is simply inaccessible for visitors due to the very strong current. We could not only watch the beauty of Tee Lor Su Waterfall from the front, but we can also trek to another hill that is located right opposite to this fall. From this beauty spot, ones can clearly and fantastically see the whole Tee Lor Su Waterfall running down the towering cliff.

Doi Inthanon (North)

is the highest mountain in Thailand, 2,565 meters above sea level which is located in Chiang Mai province, Northern Thailand. The mountain ranges gave birth to the main tributaries of the river and formed the beautiful waterfalls. The moist and dense evergreen forest is abundant with lichens and wild flowers. The park is also a paradise for bird lovers. At the peak, there are two Great Holy Relics Pagoda of Nobhamethanidol and Nabhapolbhumisiri built to honour the King and Queen. The Buddha’s relics are kept inside the Nobhamethanidol pagoda. In the outer parts, the two pagodas feature beautiful tiled murals and vantage points where visitors can see or photograph a magnificent panoramic view of Doi Inthanon.
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